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Summary  

We analyze unsupervised and supervised facies classification in a field from Gulf of Mexico taking 
advantage of previous petrophysics knowledge. The dataset has seven wells and each well has 
six well logs, one of which is the facies log. We performed the facies classification assuming prior 
knowledge of the number of facies. For unsupervised classification we used the Birch technique 
and for supervised facies classification we used the Gradient boosting technique. In both cases, 
the procedure was performed twice: using the original well logs that defined the facies log in the 
project and using all the available well logs as input. The results of facies classification were 
qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed. In the case of unsupervised facies classification, the 
results were better using the two well logs than using all available well logs as input, in this case 
the facies of interest were misclassified. Quantitatively, the Rand index was 0.82 for the best case 
and 0.77 for the worst case. For supervised facies classification, both results were good 
quantitatively and qualitatively, with an accuracy score of 98% in both cases.  

Dataset  

The study area is the Mississippi Canyon Block 109, Gulf of Mexico. The depositional environment 
consists of slumps, turbidites, prograding sandy mouth bars and relatively undeformed upper 
slope area (Mayall et al., 1992). The dataset is composed by seven wells with six well logs in 
each well. The selected well logs for this work are: Resistivity Measured, Compressional Velocity 
(P-Velocity), Shear Velocity (S-Velocity), Water Saturation (Sw), Volume of Clay (V Clay) and 
Facies. Figure 1a shows a map view with the wells, the field location and block coordinates. Figure 
1b shows a seismic section crossing all the wells, the zone of interest is below the green horizon. 
The test data for the supervised facies classification are Well 2, Well 3 and Well ST1, highlighted 
in black in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 2a shows the well logs and well tops from Well 6, a typical well from the field. The Green 
top and base define the main reservoir. Figure 2b shows a crossplot of P-impedance, Sw, and V 
Clay colored by facies using data from all wells. In this work, the true facies (shown in Figure 2) 
are defined based on petrophysical knowledge. To create the facies log, shale is defined where 
V Clay is higher than 0.36, sand is defined where is not shale and Sw is higher than 0.37 and pay 
sand is defined where V Clay and Sw are lower than 0.36 and 0.37, respectively. Note in Figures 
2a and 2b how this facies definition agrees with the determination of the zone of interest in both 
the well logs and the crossplot data.  
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Figure 1: Input wells. a) Distribution of the wells in map view. b)  Section view of a seismic crossing all wells with the 
main interpreted horizons. Test data for the supervised facies classification are highlighted in black: Well 2, Well 3 and 
Well ST1. 
 

 
Figure 2: Input well logs and crossplot. a) Well logs from Well 6, Resistivity (brown), P-Velocity (blue), S-Velocity (red), 
V Clay (green), Sw (cyan) and facies. b) Crossplot of P-Impedance, Sw, and V Clay colored by facies using data from 
all wells. 
 

Method 

Facies classification is an important part of the reservoir characterization, for example, to drive 
the seismic inversion (Pendrel and Schouten, 2021). Machine learning has been used for facies 
classification for a long time (Baldwin et al., 1990; Rogers et al., 1992; Dubois et al., 2007; Hall 
and Hall, 2017). In this work, we apply unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques 
to classify facies and analyze the results. 
 
First, we analyze the facies distribution and check for linearities for all wells. Figure 3a shows the 
facies distribution on each log and on all logs. Notice that Well 2 and Well ST1 do not have pay 
sands and, overall, the amount of pay sands is very small compared to sand and shale. Figure 
3b shows the Pearson correlation plot for all wells, note the low linearities between the well logs.  

a) b) 

a) b) 
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Both, unsupervised and supervised facies classification are performed twice. First, we perform 
the classifications based on our petrophysical knowledge using V Clay and Sw as input. Then, 
the logs Resistivity Measured, P-Velocity, S-Velocity, Sw and, V Clay are used as input. All results 
are analyzed against the true facies, defined by petrophysical knowledge. Notice that 
unsupervised and supervised facies classification produce results that are not used in sequence 
to generate new data, i.e., the results for each classification will be evaluated independently.  
 
For unsupervised facies classification we used the Birch clustering technique assuming the 
correct number of clusters (facies). This technique constructs a tree data structure with the cluster 
centroids being read off the leaf (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The results are analyzed qualitatively, 
in a well view, and quantitatively, with the Rand Index, which compute the similarity between the 
true and classified facies (Pedregosa et al., 2011). 
 
For supervised facies classification we used the Gradient Boosting technique, which gives a 
classification model in the form of an ensemble of weak classification models, which are typically 
decision trees (Pedregosa et al., 2011). From the seven input wells, four are used for training the 
model and three are used as test wells. The wells Well 2, Well 3 and Well ST1 are the test wells, 
highlighted in black in Figure 1. For model selection and hyperparameter tuning we used the 
nested cross-validation (Raschka and Mirjalili, 2017). The results are analyzed qualitatively, in a 
well view, and quantitatively, with the accuracy classification score between the true and classified 
facies (Pedregosa et al., 2011). 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Facies distribution and Pearson correlation plot. a) Facies distribution on each well and on all wells. b) Pearson 
correlation plot for all wells.  
 

Results 

First, we analyze the results of the unsupervised facies classification. Figure 4 shows the input 
facies log and the unsupervised facies classification using the logs V Clay and Sw as input. The 
prefix well stands for the input facies logs and the prefix U stands for the unsupervised facies 
classification. Input facies logs and unsupervised facies classified for each well are placed side 
by side to allow for the best qualitative analysis. Qualitatively, the unsupervised facies results 
show good agreement with the true facies. All pay sands were correctly classified, most of all 
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large layers of sand were correctly classified, although some thin layers of sand were incorrectly 
classified. Quantitatively, the Rand Index is 0.82, confirming the qualitative results.  
 
Figure 5 shows the input facies logs and the unsupervised facies classification using the logs 
Resistivity, P-Velocity, S-Velocity, V Clay, and Sw as input. The prefix well stands for the input 
facies logs and the prefix UA stands for the unsupervised facies classification using all well logs. 
Input facies logs and unsupervised facies classified for each well are placed side by side to allow 
for the best qualitative analysis. Qualitatively, the unsupervised facies results show disagreement 
with the true facies. Few sands and pay sands were correctly classified, even for thicker layers. 
Quantitatively, the Rand Index is 0.77, because most of facies are shale, confirming the poor 
qualitative results. 
 
Figure 6 shows the input facies logs and the supervised facies classification for the test data, Well 
2, Well 3, and Well ST1. The prefix well stands for the input facies log, the prefix S stands for the 
classification using the logs V Clay and Sw as input, and the prefix SA stands for the classification 
using the logs Resistivity, P-Velocity, S-Velocity, V Clay, and Sw as input. The input facies logs 
and both supervised facies classified for each well are placed side by side to allow for the best 
qualitative analysis. Qualitatively, both supervised facies results show good agreement with the 
true facies. Quantitatively, the accuracy score of classification for both cases in all three wells is 
98%, confirming the good qualitative results. 
 

 
Figure 4: Unsupervised facies classification using the logs V Clay and Sw as input. The prefix well stands for the true 
facies and the prefix U stands for the unsupervised facies classification.  
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Figure 5: Unsupervised facies classification using the logs Resistivity, P-Velocity, S-Velocity, V Clay, and Sw as input. 
The prefix well stands for the true facies and the prefix UA stands for the unsupervised facies classification using all 
logs.  
 

 
Figure 6: Supervised facies classification for wells 2, 3 and ST1. The prefix well stands for the true facies, the prefix S 
stands for the classification using the logs V Clay and Sw as input, and the prefix SA stands for the classification using 
the logs Resistivity, P-Velocity, S-Velocity, V Clay, and Sw as input.  
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Conclusions 

We applied unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques for facies classification 
and compared the results with the true facies logs. Unsupervised facies classification with prior 
knowledge of the well logs provided good results, with Rand index of 0.82 defining the main facies 
and the reservoir. In the other hand, using more logs resulted in worst results, with Rand index of 
0.77 and misclassified facies of interest. Unsupervised facies classification group similar 
attributes, in this case the well log samples, without the need for prior information. Therefore, a 
reasonable geophysical result may not be achieved for this kind of facies classification. Even in 
the case of unsupervised facies classification, prior petrophysical knowledge and check with well 
logs are necessary to avoid unfeasible results. Supervised facies classification with and without 
prior petrophysical knowledge provided similar results with accuracy score of 98%. This kind of 
algorithm learns from more nonlinear data, so adding more input logs aid in a better model. The 
fact that only three facies are present in the data was an additional positive point to the algorithm.  
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